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FEATURED PROJECT

Architectural Design Services For A Prominent Restaurant, Florida

This is an innovative restaurant project nestled in the lively city of Winter Park, Florida. From its inception, we
engaged with the client from conceptualization to a dynamic 3D model, crafted through extensive brainstorming
sessions. The design progressed into detailed 2D drawings and captivating renderings, ensuring a visually stunning
representation for client approval.

Challenges Overcome:

Navigating and adhering to local building codes, zoning regulations, and other legal requirements.

Maximizing space efficiency while maintaining aesthetic demands.

Understanding and meeting the client's vision while ensuring that it aligns with practical and functional
requirements.

Key Features:

It offers a contemporary design ethos, providing a visually appealing ambiance.

Fosters an inclusive and welcoming environment for all patrons.

It stands out with its open dining layout, promoting connection and community among diners. The open
kitchen concept adds transparency, allowing guests to witness culinary expertise firsthand.

Infused with elements of Indian culture, it brings a unique touch to the dining experience.

Despite these challenges, our team's dedication and expertise ensured the success of this innovative
restaurant project.

At present, the project is in the construction development phase. The team is dedicated to refining and finalizing
drawings to meet the client's exacting standards.

EXPLORE OUR ARCH. SERVICE BROCHURE

COMPANY UPDATES

We're thrilled to announce ISP's ongoing rapid expansion, and we're excited to unveil our third o�ce in the vibrant city of
Nashik, India. Building upon our established presence in two major tech hubs, our team of remote architects and
engineers continues to provide World Class AEC Production Support to clients across the globe.

ENJOY NASHIK OFFICE OPENING VIDEO

WATCH FULL VIDEO

TEAM NEWS

We're super excited to launch SHIKSHA, designed to cultivate a culture of continuous learning, collaboration, and
professional growth among team members. SHIKSHA aims to facilitate learning through interactive expert sessions and
Q&A forums.

MEET NEW ISPians

INDIA NEWS EXCLUSIVES

The Nisarga Art Hub in Ernakulam, India, celebrates Kerala's rich culture and traditions. Designed by Wallmakers,
the hub serves as a community and cultural center for a family of musicians and locals alike. Drawing inspiration
from Kerala's traditional roofs, the hub features sloping tiled surfaces for insulation and temperature regulation. To
combat dark interiors, the architects strategically incorporated skylights angled at 35 degrees into the roof,
creating an innovative occupiable surface resembling an open-air amphitheater. These skylights also serve as
seating for events, while a wooden stage overlooks a swimming pool, accommodating up to eighty people for open-
air concerts. Inside, �exible spaces integrate seating elements and utilize the architects' patented Shuttered Debris
Wall Technique, employing recycled materials for load-bearing walls. Additionally, green elements like climbing
plants and diffused skylights enhance sustainability and aesthetics, echoing the traditional architecture of Kerala's
landscape.
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